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MISS GAYATHIRIMISS GAYATHIRI

Isn’t teaching incredible? I feel most
fortunate to have changed my career
path after being in a field where I
was supposed to mentor and
manage staffs. After some reflection
and soul searching by looking at my
two great mentors, namely my
parents who are educators
themselves, I felt the great
satisfaction on their faces when
students they taught approach them
and thanked them profusely. That’s
the starting point where I realized
how much parents and students
alike appreciate teachers for their
sharing of knowledge without any
qualms. 

The ESSENCE of teaching is to make
learning CONTAGIOUS,

To have ONE idea SPARK another!
 

In a nutshell, I strongly have faith that
education is the only field in which we
can make any other career possible. At
Sri UCSI it’s a great pleasure to be
given the task to teach English, Science
and Mathematics. First and foremost
being a Sciences graduate, I still get to
explore this passion with my students
to embrace these subjects diversely in a
more creative and critical concept
aided with the usage of interactive
technology. 

I feel my career as a teacher at Sri UCSI
is scaling high because the students are
diligent in their studies despite their
challenges, which reflects on their
parents who have set a very high
standard for their children in terms of
academic and molding their children to
be great students and leaders alike.

I am (and always will be) continuing to
grow as a teacher, but I am confident I
make a positive difference for my
students through consistent classroom
management, engaging lessons, and
projects, incorporating strong values
and effective communication to guide
differentiation and interaction in this
digital era.

Teacher Gayathiri
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Students and Eco School Club members
participated in eco-friendly activities to make a
positive impact on the environment and society.
The objective was "Ecosystem Restoration,"
achieved through tree planting, city greening,
dietary changes, and cleaning the surroundings. 
 Cleaning the school showed gratitude towards
the facilities and taught moral values for an
ethical society, aligning with our education pillars
of character, creativity, communication, critical
thinking, and collaboration.

YOUNG SCIENTIST COMPETITION

JULY 2023

FROM THE FRONT
PAGE

ECO SCHOOL ACTIVITY - GOTONG
ROYONG

The Young Scientist Competition at Sekolah Sri
UCSI, Springhil, was a science event organized by
teachers to inspire students and allow them to
apply their scientific knowledge. Held on July 10, it
involved all primary students divided into seven
groups. They collaboratively solved tasks at
different stations, while being judged on scientific
skills, collaboration, time management, and
creativity. Bravo to all participants!

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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In a remarkable achievement - MSSN Ping
Pong 2023, two Form 2 students, Kai Xuan
and Zhi Qi, have been selected to represent  
Port Dickson district team. They showcased
exceptional talent and determination at the
state-level competition, playing along other
players securing an impressive 3rd place in
the team category. Congratulations to Kai
Xuan and Zhi Qi for their outstanding
performance and best wishes for their
future endeavors.

SEKOLAH SRI UCSI SPRINGHILL

JULY 2023

MSSN - PING PONG

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES

TADIKA SRI UCSI
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Artistic Explorations
Art offers numerous benefits, fostering
self-expression, fine motor skills,
patience, problem-solving,
concentration, and self-esteem. It's a
fun experience for kids, especially at
their tender age of rapid growth.
They clearly had fun making this bird
art. They learned to be independent by
completing the process on their own
and most importantly, think creatively!

Number identification is
the ability to recognize
numbers that correspond
to quantities. Students
learn this skill by
practicing writing
numbers in the air and
identifying numbers on a
paper. They also circle 
a rolled dice. This activity promotes turn-taking and additionally,
playing dice enhances social skills.

Number Identification

numbers on a paper based on the dots on 
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Solar Fan Model Kit

PRIMARY LEARNING
 ACTIVITIES

PRIMARY LEARNING
 ACTIVITIES

Students learned about activity
requirements and steps. They
made a Chinese Lantern and The
Great Magic Coin Trick, following
given instructions. Simple adverbs
of time (first, next, then, finally)
were used. 

Fun learning was incorporated, allowing students to enjoy
activities while learning about instructions.

Lantern Making & The
Amazing Magic Coin Trick

Design is the knowledge of
systematically arranging
materials to create a product that
impacts human life. Hence during
Design and Technology class,  our
students showcased their solar
fan model kit designs in a creative
group presentation. They were
guided in presenting their design
project in a creative manner to
their fellow school mates.



Health Education allows continuous
learning for students to make
decisions, improve health literacy,
and practice a healthy lifestyle.
Therefore during health education
classes,  activities such as dodgeball,
shot put, running, and badminton
have been conducted for Form 1 -
Form 3 class.  
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The Joy of Sports

In English class, Form 4 students conducted
an interactive activity to study the spending
habits of their fellow Sri UCSI students. They
utilized Microsoft Education's tools to create
a survey and interviewed several students.
After collecting and analyzing the data, they
compiled a comprehensive report
summarizing their findings. This activity
showed the students  insights into their
school community's financial behaviors.

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Conducting a Survey

Each student has shown exceptional talent and interest in a
particular sport. Well done everyone.
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UCSI SWIMMING
ACADEMY

UCSI SWIMMING
ACADEMY

Child and Adult
Swimming Lessons
Four (4) lessons per
month
Open on Weekdays
and Weekends

SWIMMING LESSON ::

06 - 6536888
 

+6018-9779880
 

BE A SWIMMING MASTER
In UCSI Springhill Swimming
Academy, we are passionate to teach
swimming with qualified coach,
Olympic size swimming pool,
facilities as well as dedicated
customer service team. 

SEKOLAH SRI UCSI SPRINGHILL

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
https://www.facebook.com/SriUCSISpringhill

